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Disclaimer

This presentation is meant for discussion purposes.  Novilla RNG is not 
responsible for any errors or omissions, or for the results obtained 

from the use of this information. All information in this presentation is 
provided "as is", with no guarantee of completeness, accuracy, 

timeliness or of the results obtained from the use of this information.  
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Whether you are a developer or a farmer, proper due diligence is essential to a profitable 
RNG project.  Novilla RNG specializes in ensuring RNG projects are fair and successful
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Any large dairy farm has had a parade of smiling salesmen come through their door.  
This presentation is part of a series designed to educate farmers and developers on 

rewards and pitfalls associated with a the current “gold rush”.



Agenda
Value components of renewable natural gas (RNG)

The calculation of a CI score for California’s LCFS program

Bigger is (usually) better
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There are three value drivers behind selling gas into California’s LCFS with each 
value varying wildly based on market rates and the calculated CI score 

California Low Carbon 
Fuels Standard (LCFS)

California program to reduce overall carbon intensity 
of its transportation fleet.  Law changes in 2024.

Dairy manure derived RNG typically has a negative 
score (0 to -532), meaning that it has a high price 
premium.  CI score varies considerably based on 
project and farm

RNG must be dispensed into an on-highway vehicle in 
California

Price per MMBTU

$14 - $125

Cellulosic D3 RIN 
Federal Program tied to the Renewable Fuels Standard 
– must be used in on-highway vehicle in USA

Refiners must purchase certain amount of credits per 
year

$5 - $35

Natural Gas Pricing
Replacement for geological (non-renewable) natural 
gas $2 - $3
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The Low Carbon Fuel Standard is a California Air Resources Board administered program 
that is designed to lower on-highway vehicle greenhouse gas emissions 
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LCFS Carbon Intensity (CI) Compliance Schedule

Gasoline CI
Diesel CI

California Electric Grid

Geological Natural Gas

• LCFS attempts to achieve emissions reduction 
by using lower carbon intensity fuels.  Fuel 
producers in CA are required to buy credits to 
hit an LCFS target

• Because fuel produced from animal-based 
manure prevents methane emissions from 
lagoons, it has a negative carbon intensity 
(methane is approximately 25x more potent 
greenhouse gas than carbon dioxide)

• CNG in California achieved negative carbon 
intensity in Q2 2020 (first fuel ever to achieve 
this) through rapid growth of animal manure 
based renewable natural gas

RNG means that a “boring” CNG powered
UPS truck in California is more 

environmentally friendly than Tesla’s 

But I’m 
electric!!!



The LCFS value per MMbtu is dependent on the Carbon Intensity (CI) score 
assigned to the project

CI Score* LCFS Credit Price** $/mmbtu
0 $100 7.14$      
0 $200 14.28$    
0 $220 15.71$    

-150 $100 22.97$    
-150 $200 45.93$    
-150 $220 50.53$    
-250 $100 33.52$    
-250 $200 67.03$    
-250 $220 73.74$    
-500 $100 59.89$    
-500 $200 119.78$  
-500 $220 131.76$  

*g CO2e/MJ
**$/Metric ton
Calculations per https://americanbiogascouncil.org/resources/rin-calculator/

Making the best estimate of the CI score, 
before investing millions into a project, is 
crucial.  Several factors go into the CI 
score and the score itself can be 
misleading
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RIN values are based on a simple value per GGE and are part of a federal Renewable Fuel 
Standards program.  Fuel is required to be sold into an on-highway vehicle in the USA

The D3 RIN value currently stands at 
$1.85, or $24/MMbtu

RFS requires refiners to have a 
certain percentage of their vehicle 
fuel as renewable.  Historically this 

was met using ethanol. 

This value has dipped as low as
$8/MMbtu in recent history as the 

EPA exempted small refiners

Federal, not California, requirement
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Geological natural gas replacement value has been historically low, and will likely remain low, 
due to the development of fracking in the past decade.  

Occasionally local “city gate” prices, 
which some projects contract on, 

diverge significantly from the 
standard Henry Hub pricing, 

particularly in peak demand periods
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The summation of the three sources of revenue is not necessarily what the developer receives, 
nor is always received in a timely manner

• CNG station operators and renewable attribute brokers may 
take 15-20% of the fuel value

• Renewable attributes may not be received for over a year 
during the initial validation process

• Fixed price multi-year contracts are available, although at a 
discount to the spot market

• California is not the only market for RNG.  Oregon and British 
Columbia, to name a few places, have similar programs.  
Additionally, private companies and organizations have 
carbon neutrality initiatives and demand for RNG
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The Carbon Intensity (CI) Score is a measurement of avoided emissions, subtracting for the 
energy needed to produce the gas, divided by the amount of RNG produced

Hypothetical CI Calculation for Dairy AD RNG 
(gCO2/MJ)

-325 Avoided methane emissions from 
the lagoon per MJ produced

50
+

Carbon emissions from energy needed 
to produce transport RNG per MJ 
produced+

65 Tailpipe and fueling emissions from 
CNG vehicles per MJ consumed

-210 CI Score per MJ consumed

While the energy needed to
produce the RNG has an impact,

the real drivers of the CI score
are avoided emissions and how
much RNG the facility actually 

produces
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The LCFS formula rewards developers who “fix” farms that are the largest 
emitters of methane
Because the LCFS value is determined using avoided emissions, farmers who have 
practices that lower methane emissions will have a worse CI score.  The following 
practices, while being progressive, will damage the profitability of the project:

• Separating solids for field application

• Minimal lagoon storage

• Open lot farms

• Frequent cleaning of the lagoons

• Smaller cows/less manure

• Sawdust/straw bedding

• Adding other organic materials to the manure stream

As a result of the methane avoidance calculation, there are several 15,000 cow farms that don’t make
economic sense for an RNG project, whereas there are 7,000 cow farms that do make economic sense
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Due to the RNG production being a denominator, projects that flare a 
significant amount of gas will end up with a more negative CI score

Hypothetical $10,000,000 LCFS pool
on 200,000 MMbtu’s of RNG 
production and no flaring

Hypothetical $10,000,000 LCFS pool on
100,000 MMbtu’s of RNG production and 
100,000 MMbtu’s of flaring

=

=

$50/MMbtu

$100/MMbtu

For RNG projects selling into LCFS, the CI score may improve (get more negative) the less you produce and the 
more that is flared.  Thus the incremental revenue tends to be limited to RIN’s and geological gas replacement
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Metering of the RNG production process is essential in getting validated under 
CARB’s LCFS program

• 90 days of metering data and validation for Provisional CI score

• Updates at one-year mark and two-year mark for actual CI score

• Ten-year validation periods
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Greenfield (new development) projects require a significant amount of capital to build a new 
RNG project and the capital is not linear with the size of a project

While there have been RNG projects built on small farms with existing digesters, the economies of scale associated with larger projects make
them much more attractive.  

2,500 Cow Farm into 
interstate Pipeline

5,000 Cow Farm into 
interstate pipeline

10,000 Cow Farm into 
interstate pipeline

Digesters and manure handling 4$                                      7$                                   13$                                           
RNG Plant with tools and spares 5$                                      7$                                   10$                                           
3 mile pipeline and  interconnect 5$                                      5$                                   5$                                             
Total 14$                                   19$                                 28$                                           
Annual MMbtu's sold 50,000                             100,000                         200,000                                  
CAPEX $ per annual MMbtu 280$                                 190$                               140$                                        

Generic Capital Costs $MM - Interstate Pipeline Connection - 
Manure Upgrades Needed

Kinnard Farms (8000+ Cows) New Chester (8000+ Cows)Rosendale (8000+ Cows)

Every site is very different!  This is 
for illustrative purposes only!
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Ideal candidate farms will have a series of attributes that will minimize operating CAPEX and 
OPEX, while maximizing the LCFS value

The “Ideal Farm” for an RNG project
• 10,000+ Milking Cow Equivalents
• All manure directly placed into lagoon with infrequent cleanouts
• All manure deposited on concrete
• Existing digester that has not taken carbon credits
• Fiber bedding if  there is an existing digester, mattresses otherwise
• Scrape or vacuum manure collection with total solids % around 8%
• Nearby access to an interstate pipeline with reasonable specifications 

and costs
• Cooperative local zoning boards
• Cooperative state air emissions and permitting boards
• Reasonable lease area
• Financially stable dairy with opportunities for growth
• Concentrated dairy area to create a “pod” of dairies
• Available skilled labor force in area
• Utility natural gas, electricity, and internet available
• Good farming family/company that is willing to make changes to farm to 

make an RNG project work

The Holy Grail of Dairy RNG has yet to be 
found, but dozens of press releases make 

it sound like it has…
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There are ways to make smaller farms more economical by 
taking advantage of geographic proximity

A Farm 
Digester

B Farm 
Digester

C Farm 
Digester

Multi-mile HDPE Pipeline

Multi-mile HDPE Pipeline

Multi-mile HDPE Pipeline

Raw Biogas to RNG Upgrading
RNG PLANT
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Other methods of aggregating manure, such as trucking raw biogas or manure, or 
co-digesting food waste can be difficult and has rarely resulted in profitable projects
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Trucking Raw Biogas from multiple 
remote digesters to one centralized 
RNG upgrading facility

Concept Issues

Trucking Raw Biogas

Trucking manure

Co-digestion of 
food waste

• Carbon dioxide liquifies under 
pressure

• Hydrogen Sulfide can corrode
tanks

Trucking Raw Biogas from multiple 
remote digesters to one centralized 
RNG upgrading facility

• Trucking manure and digestate is 
very expensive

• Difficult logistics in receiving 
dozens of trucks per day

• Adverse impact on CI score

Combining food waste with manure 
to increase gas production

• Technically feasible but more difficult 
than pure manure digestion

• Food waste RNG has lower value
• Potential adverse impacts on D3 vs. 

D5 RIN qualifications and CI score
• Disposal of digestate may be more 

difficult



How to divide up the “pie” between farmers and developers is important to keep both parties 
aligned and compensate the developer for the risks taken 

• Developers are going to need returns well into the double
digits to compensate for the large capital investment and the
market, political, and operating risks 

• Farmers of larger “ideal” projects, with anticipated good CI 
scores, can expect larger royalties – sometimes reaching 
seven figures annually

• Smaller farms, particularly ones without digesters, can 
anticipate much smaller royalties per year and should 
concentrate on the ancillary benefits of anaerobic digestion

• Royalties should be structured as a series of milestone 
payments with ongoing royalties based on a revenue 
percentage to keep all parties aligned

Many RNG developers have a 
tendency to renegotiate after 
a contract is signed because 

they didn’t do their homework 
up-front.

A flood of failed projects is 
coming….don’t be one of them
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Novilla RNG’s staff have helped farmers and developers create 
successful projects at eight locations and can do the same for you

mark@novillarng.com

www.novillarng.com

Contact us at:

Questions?
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